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If you’re looking for breaking through ‘invisible’ plateaus in your life to experience 
more attraction, abundance, wealth, beauty, love, happiness, fulfillment, purpose 
and even greater consensual connection and sex FAR beyond your current 
limitations or reality, this is just the kind of thing you’re looking for.

You can go ahead and squeeze the maximum value out of these life-changing level 
questions included herein.  They’re taken directly from the full 101 Awakening 
Questions PDF (program).  The categories represented below are only some of the 
categories.

If you love these and really want ‘more more more’, at any point you can find out 
more about, purchase and upgrade to the full, extended version 

@ http://www.self-awakening.com/101.html 
to get the 101 Questions plus much more insight with its 14+ hours of audio

supplementation and guidance.

As you may know, the power of a question can change EVERYTHING...it can open 
up entirely new levels of reality.  Did you know that both Newton and Einstein had 
their biggest breakthroughs by asking a question?  What about YOUR life?

As you’ll discover, these questions aren’t at all like general or generic ‘thoughtful’ 
or philosophical random questions you’ve heard before, these awakening power 
questions are specifically designed to FOCUS, connect and transform you with their 
far higher consciousness.  
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And they’ll make specific, directed shifts in your consciousness to transform you in 
different areas of self and on important, relevant topics to your life, relationships, 
attraction and success.

Because these are spiritual questions applied directly to personal growth, they will 
really help you to experience transformative power beyond what you may have felt 
was a ‘cap’ on traditional Western ‘thinking’.

They are also designed to clue you in to how to make that change.  Often you 
may find the changes just happen instantly b/c you’re exposed to far, far higher 
consciousness which will really start shifting and altering your entire experience of 
life itself.

Allow yourself to be open.  Meditate, write them down, repeat them, rewrite them 
down.  If you’ve upgraded to the extended version (which can be overwhelming), 
you may want to start by digging into specific questions which may seem more 
relevant to where you’re at now where you want growth in.

Keep a journal or notepad and write each question down first and then let 
whatever comes up down.  Be open and let things out.  And then ask yourself 
questions if they are limiting like ‘why do I feel that way?  Where does that come 
from?  What would my heart and soul agree with?  Is my ego trying to answer this 
question, or how about my cultural conditioning and programming?

To get more power out of the questions, you’ll want to soak them in and meditate 
on them until they assimilate more into your entire reality.  Your ego may fight 
many of these questions pending on the level of (spiritual) growth you’re at.  Try 
and become aware and observant of that struggle.

So here’s 10 of the questions taken from the full program (with their actual #’s on) 
which are taken as a sampling from some of the categories.  You can also leave  
some feedback here!  Make sure to download or check out the audio clips!

-Rion Freeberg
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Personal Growth Expansion
(Right click ‘save as’ or follow the link above to get the .mp3 insights)

11.  Why is it that I would prefer or value one area of self-consciousness over another in a way 
that keeps me blinded from actually becoming more conscious, healed, empowered and 
liberated in all areas of self for what they really are? [Mind, Body or Soul vs. a valuation of 
each and all Mind, Body, Heart, Sexiness & Soul for what each conscious energy actually is]

Healing
(Right click ‘save as’ or follow the link above to get the .mp3 insights)

24.  Could I accept anti-aging is possible when I progressively release and heal energetic blocks 
(through higher resonant consciousness) in my entire holistic consciousness (mind, body, 
heart, sexiness and soul) that I’ve been storing that have otherwise gone untouched and 
have been putting stress on my system?

Spiritual Relational Mastery
(Right click ‘save as’ or follow the link above to get the .mp3 insights)

35.  If the power of media is non-physical (thus it must be spiritual in a way) and can carry 
and communicate sexual, emotional, mental and spiritual conscious energy in a non-
physical (spiritual) social medium of distribution to also hold power and massive influence 
on that level, how much mastery do I have over the levels of consciousness in media and 
‘programming’ that I allow to affect or influence my own heart, sexiness, mind and soul in 
the first place?

Forgiveness

36.  Could I entirely feel my forgiveness and lifelong releasing for the entire dynamic of Western 
media for trying to program me as I clearly see; after all it’s just their job (and they’ve fallen 
into their own lower conscious cycles of fabrication) and just let it all go while attracting 
more conscious awakening resources into my life to awaken myself?

Life Purpose

94.  Am I being and vibrating in full conscious and subconscious (Mind, Heart, Body, Sexiness & 
Soul) alignment, clarity and expression of my cause, passion and purpose on earth in this 
lifetime and if not, why not and when will I? 

Attraction
(Right click ‘save as’ or follow the link above to get the .mp3 insights)

52.  What levels of richness of love, beauty, bliss and financial miracles of blessings am I feeling 
worthy of and truly open to receiving (b/c if my cup is too small I might not be able to hold 
much at all?)
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55. What if unconditional giving was the true secret to attraction and success that I could make 
my strategy while stopping my energy of ‘getting’ by truly clearing out my subconscious 
needs for security, self-esteem and love so I could infinitely receive from the universe?

Personal Freedom

70. Let’s just assume I was actually divine and my intestines could wrap around the moon or 
whatever and my blood vessels around the earth and I could access unlimited amounts 
of spiritual and sexual connection and power in my consciousness, blah, blah, what new 
possibilities would that open up and how about for fulfilling my greater purpose and 
dreams?

71. What if I was free from depending on money and could exercise free will without any 
limitations, what would I do with my time and where would my Heart & Soul take me?

Sexiness
           (Right click ‘save as’ or follow the link above to get the .mp3 insights)
79. If I have the power to create the miracle of life (an ability far beyond my egoic self), 

when is the time to start respecting and connecting with that miraculous power if it could 
absolutely transform my sexiness, attraction, relationships, awesomeness, power, cure 
ignorance and heal all anxieties and unworthiness simply by becoming more conscious of 
that which I already am?

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

You can put these power questions to use in your life right now.  They really give you a glimpse 
of a far more amazing and powerful reality that you can live in.

These 10 were just a sampling of the 101 Awakening ‘power’ questions with 5 audio down-
loads taken from the full program.  You can find out more about the full 101 questions and 
even upgrade to the extended audio program right here for BIG insights into each of the 
awakening questions to bring powerful changes to your life!

Let me know if you have any, uhh questions,

 -Rion
rion@self-awakening.com

    Add me to Twitter!   Add me to Facebook!
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